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positive social and intellectual
relationship with the non-gifted
students.
Sixty children who have been
determined to be gifted in
grades 2, 5, and 6 at Henry
Barnard School have been
chosen to participate in the
project.
Six teachers, the assistant
principal, and Mrs. Nixon will
coordinate the activities of the
sixty children as they explore
the varied experiences which
will become available to them.
The students will take part in
planning their own schedules.
As well as taking part in
regular classes, they will work
do
in the media center,
research in one or more of the
various labs at the school, or
work on a project of their own
design. All of the materials
which the media center at
Henry Barnard is acquiring
will be integrated with the
current holdings. All students
will thus have access to it.
However, the gifted children in
project-self fulfillment will be
able to key their own research
and investigation to the new
acquisitions.
Mrs. Nixon pointed out, "in
a
to obtaining
addition
reservoir of knowledge, this
program will offer the gifted
child an opportunity to apply
the concepts he learns by
presenting his project to his
peers or to younger students."
The justification study made
prior to enactment of the
project states, "in essence
these children will become

AAUP

'mini teachers'. Every child is
entitled to the kind of schooling
that will help him make the
most of his abilities. Enrichdeveloped
ment programs
to aid bright
specifically
youngsters invariably spill
over to benefit all children."
Students selected for project
self-fulfillment were chosen on
the basis of group I.Q. scores,
test scores,
achievement
and
judgment,
teacher
emotional and social maturity.
The "whole child" was taken
into consideration in arriving
at a determination of who
might best be served by inclusion in the project.
the, excitement
Already
by project selfgenerated
has begun to
fulfillment
spread. According to Mrs.
Nixon, a second related
program which enlarges even
further the students initiative
in planning his own curriculum
is in the planning stages.
Now when a gifted child
in
his interest
expresses
learning more a bout some
topic which has aroused his
curiosity, he will be able to do
in-depth research on his own at
the Henry Barnard media
center. Mrs. Nixon is ready for
him too.
"Roland and the Minstrel
Pig " "Tikki Tikki Tembo "
"What is Poetry," and "The
Boy Who Could Do Anything"
are some of the records and
filmstrips among many many
others which await the eager
gifted students in project selffulfillment.

Willard Hall Dedicated
Willard Hall, Rhode Island
College's newest building was
dedicated Sunday afternoon,
October 31 in a 3 p.m.
ceremony.
Miss Marilyn Piekos, a
residence Hall Representative
opened the ceremony with
welcoming address.
Officiating at the affair
President Joseph F. Kauffman
among his remarks said, "I am
thoroughly pleased that in a
public institution such as this
we are able to name a building
for one who's contribution is of
the intellect and the spirit.
What we honor here, in
dedicating this building to
are the
Charles Willard,
qualities of mankind which we
believe are vital to / our
progress and our very survival. We say to our students
that the human qualities of
Charles Willard are worthy of
his
that
and
emulation
devotion to learning is a model
for all of us."
Dr. Willard, vice-president
for academic affairs at Rhode
Island College and an alumnus
of the college as well, was
presented with a plaque on
which was a replica of a key to
the new dormitory building. He
responded to Dr. Kauffman's
dedication with a short speech.
"This really is a very
satisfying kind of recognition
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Project Self Fulfillment
If you are 7, 10, or 11 and
want to hear a record of Hansel
and Gretel, listen to a casette
of african village folktales, or
see a filmstrip of cattle on the
Argentine pampas, project
at Henry
self-fulfillment
Barnard School can make it
possible.
Designed to provide differential learning experience
for gifted children, project selfwill
fulfillment eventually
serve as a model for similar
programs at all levels of
ability.
Made possible by a $1500
grant under Title II Library
Project funds, the program
was conceived by a team of
teachers and administrators at
the Henry Barnard School. The
which will be
resources
available to the sixty gifted
students are being assembled
now by Mrs. Madeline Nixon,
at
specialist
multi-media
Henry Barnard School.
Project self-fulfillment was
created in response to observation of a measurable
between
discrepancy
academic achievement and the
potential for achievement in
some gifted students.
Three major objectives were
defined when the program was
formulated. The faculty team
decided that project selfwould seek to
fulfillment
(indivergent
develop
dependent) thinking ability in
gifted students, seek to develop
a stronger self-concept in such
students, and seek to develop
in these students a more

in that many people quite
properly share in it. The
alumni of the college who have
so often shared in my work at
the college partake in the
honor thus accorded one of
them. Although so far as I
know - there has been no
referendum, in some degree I
serve as a representative of the
faculty and staff in this honor,
for as a faculty member I have
worked in league with them.
Most importantly, the members of my family who have

conin whatever
shared
tribution I have made, share in
the honor accorded our name,"
he said.
Willard Hall is an $800,000
which
dormitory structure
houses 140students. It is a twolevel apartment style complex.
More than 200 people including friends and relatives of
Dr. Willard and members of
the college community attended the ceremony which
was followed by refreshments
and a tour of the new facility.

Senate Candidates
The following is a list of
candidates for the election on
November 10 & 11, 1971.

'73

Class of '74,
Senator

President

Kenneth Hokenson
Gary Hennessey

Class of '7:~.
Senator

Robert Mendes

'72
'72

David Lynch
Dennis Mancinelli
Mark Santos

'74
'74
'74

Vice President

Philip Croome
Edward J. Oliver

'72
'74

Secretary

Donna Bedrosian
Linda Lafrenaye

'74
'72

'75
'75
'75
'75

Willard Hall

At-Large

Normand Bouley
Ronald Palmieri
Claudia Plante
Robert Tremblay

Class of '75,
Senator

Paul R. Andrew
James Hasenfus
Kenneth D. Haupt
Joseph Rideout

'72
'72

'74
'74

William Arneth
Thorp Hall

No candidate filed.

8 & 9

'74

TO GO ON THE BALLOT

The Rhode Island College over splitting the ballot and in
arguing against going on the
Chapter of the American
ballot she said that, "People
of University
Association
who would vote for the AAUP
met Tuesday,
Professors
November second and decided would not want collective
to go on the ballot along with bargaining." With the AAUP
the Rhode Island College local going on the ballot, the
of the American Federation of possibility of a run off is
Teachers, AFofL/CIO, in an manifest if no single choice
wins a majority.
election which will determine
Lacking a quorum (20), the
whether or not there will be a
collective bargaining agent for discussion of the pros and cons
continued for some twenty
the faculty on campus.
minutes. The major problem
The AFT has already
petitioned the State Labor discussed was that of the
Relations Board to conduct qualifications of the AAUP as a
such an election on campus. As bargaining agent. Professor
it stands now, only the AFT Browning said, "What bothers
will appear on the ballot. The me is that I do not know what
facilities the AAUP has. I
ballot provides the choice
between the AFT and no agent. would be sorry if the AAUP
With the AAUP's decision to go was chosen and they lacked the
on the ballot there will be the expertize of other a gen ts." Yet
additional choice of the AAUP, again the refrain of the imcollective
of
giving the possibility of three menence
options: AFT, AAUP, or no bargaining was sounded by Dr.
agent. In order to go on the Graham this time: " ... we are
ballot, the AAUP must file an leary of the AFT, while
intercessors petition with the collective bargaining is the
State Labor Relations Board wave of the future."
A motion was made to poll
prior to November 15. Ten percent of the some 290 of the the faculty asking them if they
faculty must sign the petition in wanted collective bargaining.
A clause in that motion went on
order for the AAUP to appear
to provide that if the majority
on the ballot.
of the faculty want collective
The motion to go on the ballot bargaining that the AAUP
was passed by a one vote would go on the ballot. The
margin, 12 to 11. A poll con- motion was defeated.
John Salesses an assistant
ducted during the meeting, but
after the vote to go on the ballot professor of English at the
was taken, showed that only College, indicated that he felt
that the AAUP should go on the
five of the AAUP members
the oppresent were in favor of ballot providing
collective bargaining at the portunity for those who choose
to vote for the AAUP. He
college. This situation arose
that he
indicated
of further
from the uncertainty
whether or not the faculty supports the Council.
Dr. Turley and Professor
wanted collective bargaining,
which equates into the question Browning raised the question
of discontent with the Council of ethics expressing concern
of Rhode Island' College's with going on the ballot while
efforts in gaining pay raises for not being in favor of collective
the faculty and in particular to bargaining on the campus.
the question of why some Each, seperately, questioned
the ability of the AAUP to
faculty received pay raises
faculty
the
represent
while others did not as a result
adequately and sincerely.
of the freeze.
Caught in the questions of the
The outcome of the vote to go
of a National
on the ballot and the outcome usefullness
of the poll indicates that the ,organization, to which Dr.
rejoindered:
'Whitman
of the members
majority
present and voting at the "National is useful when the
local lacks leadership and
meeting felt that the faculty
intelligence," and to which
will elect a bargaining agent;
and it further indicates that, another member of the AAUP
"State
while the majority of the responded:
members present and voting of organizations of AFT are very
in the
caught
the AAUP do not want a helpful;
questions of the impact of
bargaining agent on campus,
they would rather have the collective bargaining, to which
"Arsaid:
Dr. Stenberg
AAUP than the AFT. Professor
bitration is neither compulsory
Scott, early in the meeting,
indicated that he was in favor nor binding in matters of
of going on the ballot, for he wages."; caught in the uncertainty of the will of the
collective
a
that
felt
of
bargaining agent will be on the faculty on the matter
the
bargaining;
collective
campus this year or next.
Quite the opposite analysis of AAUP voted to go on the ballot
the problem was offered by Dr. opposing the AFT and no
Marks. In expressing concern agent.

If You're Apathetic,
"Some people say that this
country has never been in
worse shape. Riots. Strikes.
Free Love, Free hate. Nobody
seems to want to hear anybody
else's opinions. Or even to
explain his own. That's why we
formed the Speaker's Bureau.

Please Don't Read

Our efforts have been directed
towards stimulating, rational,
informal dialogue between
students and local citizens in
our state. So far our reception
has surpassed our most optimistic expectations. Face to
(Cont'd. on Page

3)
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Viewpoint:

Viewpoint:

What do You Want?
by R. Tremblay
In announcing iny decision to caln11y proceeds to comrun for Senator-at-Large at placently roll over and go to
Rhode Island College I find · sleep.
myself in a peculiar position.
of this inThe result
What is it that the students at termittent awakening of the
the college want to see done student body is chaos for the
with their government,
to student government. If one
'which I can conceivably
chooses to have no other
become their representative?
methods of reacting than only
While making my choice to reacting negatively, then one
run for office I talked to many has no right to react at all. The
members of this community.
only alternative is to react at
The consensus seemed· to be all times, to hear the issues
that if I were popular enough I from both fellow students and
would get in. When I asked those who will be elected. Then
these people what it is they all can actively do something
would like to see done, they had for the common good.
no opinion. One person even
I have seen the downfall of
said that he "wouldn't vote another student government at
anyone into office until the Rhode Island College. I have
government would prove itself not heard any suggestions to
worthy.'' To this I answer: how make the government better
can anything be proven when from the student population as
no one will suggest what it is a whole. I have seen a handful
that should be done? The try to rouse the student body to
students here do not make action but it just rolls over and
their will known. When the groans, making a semblance of
minority makes its will known, positive reaction only to soon
that minority becomes a go back to sleep!
majority because of the lack of
If nothing is made known to
response. When a decision is the group which is running (of
made which the students do not which I am a member),
like, the general populace of nothing will change. Do you as
the college rises out of its a student want a voice or don't
complacency, lifts up its head, you? Let's hear something
shakes its body, knocks from you!
everything down and then

Viewpoint:

What Students Should Know
In a time when students are
becoming increasingly more
demanding of education in
general, on all levels, the
greatest amount of cdticism
recently has been leveled at.
the collegfs and. universities,'
where students a're mor·e
awa~e of their particular rieecis' .
and desires. Inherent in this
has
been
increasing
_displeasure with some faculty
members, . as students ha:ve
· begun questioning a particular
teacher's
qualifications,
capabilities, etc.
. In response
to these
developments, I feel that the
college should release the
guidelines and procedures
followed in the hiring and
firing of faculty (and administrators), as well as the
criteria for the awarding of
tenure. The entire community

by H. Roll
must be made aware of these
standards, so that all the
elements of the community can
help maintain a high standard
of education. I also question
the procedure by which all
history majors, before they
can even apply to graduate
school, must first speak to a
particular
faculty member
(who lacks
any official
position) to gain permission to
do so. If the quality of
education is to continue its
increase, these standards must
become common knowledge,
so that everyone can work
together to achieve this desired
end. Otherwise, the value of
education will quickly reach
the unenviable condition of
stagnation, or even worse,
begin shortly thereafter the
disagreeable
process
of
retuogression.
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Ecology Again

or Why are the four walls of a classroom the boundries in which
learning is supposed to take place.
by Dr. Adams' Elem Ed Practicuim Class
Ecology has become a vast
popular fad and one that may
already be on its_ downward
trajectory. There was a period
of intense
general
involvement. That has now been
followed by growing boredom.
And unless we are careful, that
boredom may be followed by
gradual extinction - except of a
handful of the ineffective faithful.
We are convinced· that this
would be a real tragedy which
would lead to a worsening and
coarsening of our style of life.
How to Get Ecological
in Perspective

Issues

Maybe we need to realize
that various profit-minded
companies are fattening on the
issue by producing worthwhile
and . worthless products. And
perhaps-- even more importantly we need to deal with
those who use ecQ].ogyissues to
obscure even more pressing
national concerns - namely the
war and racism.
It's unfor.tunate, but all toe,
true, that those individuals
who are so myopic that they
are unable to appreciate (let
alone grant) the validity of
peace and racial issues, are
often the first to jump on the
ecology bandwagon. These
people who are threatened by
the black
and anti-war
movements try to purge their
guilt about not being socially
active or relevant by paying lip
service to. ecological concerns.
Such supporters of ecology as a·
rhetorical issue .may be its
greatest danger in the long
run, (Still all of this doesn't
mean that the environment,
both urban and rural, won't be
our gravest long-run threat.)
All right, but how does one do •
more than simply discuss the
issue--how can we take some
action?

Warwick beach caper was that
~e came closer together as a
group.• After fixing food and
coffee for each other we had all
kinds of free interaction between
student
and
environment,
student
and
teacher,
and student
to
student. In short it was· an
example of what we. think
education should be ... Like

learning things for ourselves
rather than by only bejng told
or reading it in a book... Or
going where we can learn
rather than staying in a .
classroom all the ti.me and
assuming that's the only place
for teaching and learn~ng._
(The article and phptographs
were supplied by the. -f<!?ss.)

The Great Ecology Caper

Now what is an elementary
education practicum
class
doing at a beach in Warwick on
an early Wednesday morning?
Well to begin with we were
fixing each other breakfast.
But after that we started to put
into practice and- probe a few
lessons that Dennis Adams
(the class professor) had put
together for elementary school
students out in Berkeley. The
main idea involved simply
picking up -trash along the
beach and identifying who was
responsible for putting it there
- or manufacturing it. The
next,
final,
and
most
dangerous step involved finding the address of the company owner (or local manager)
"responsible"· and af least
symbolically, depositing · his
company's trash back on his
front I.awn. That certainly

r a ti on al ,
st i m ·ulat in g ,
meaningful dialogue is our
<Cont'd. from Page I>
purpose.
.
face discussions have had
Requirements? All you need ,
significant effects on par- is a thoughtful attitude towards
ticipants of both sides. Per- what
is happening.
An
pe t ua t in g
b r o a d organizational meeting will be
1 i z at ions
and
held in the near future. Watch
genera
stereotypes
die when the for details in The Anchor and
'radical bum' of the campus on campus.
meets with the uninformed
member
of the
'silent Editor
majority' and each finds out
(Cont'd. from Page 2)
that the other js neither silent,
uninformed, nor a bum, but a originally for himself and not
deeply concerned individual force his points into the narrow
confronting the same issue." and inhibiting confines of the
What is the
striden l rhetoric of the street.:
Speakers' Bureau?
By regurgitating the militant
The Speakers' Bureau is a propaganda of the·.street he
group· of students, , .faculty; d?es disservic'=: -n·ot only · to
professionals, businessmen - ,himself as a writer -bu,t~lso to
anyone who truly cares, about. the cause for change he no
today's world. It is those ~ho doupt s1:1pports.;. , : . . ,, .
The essa)'.'-_: Impei;aah~m, .
seems a better place for it than• are concerned about workmg
po~ihv,ely •·,',naive,
on a public beach1 After all he· through community action, .was
dialogue,
challenge
·
workinghopel_es_sly
· m~ne,•.•and_ tota~ly.
collected the profits, so why
toward common goals with .unong:rnal
even •m •·its
couldn't.he also set up either
:
.The
.,propoganda.'.
It
.should:, have
others
who-,•
c,ar.e
.
.•
collection points at convenient
almost total .•breakdown in ·demonstrate<;hto anyOF1ewith a
locations (perhaps recycling
plants) or make products that total breakdown. in - com- ,modicum· of,:intelligence that
· between
the the· writer, whoever he, ~he,
are bio-degradable. The whole ' municahons
"enthusiasts
on
campus"
and
they or it is, ~either_ U!1thing is really more complicated; but that's enough for the "silents in the community" derstands how thmgs ar.e m
now. There are other things to is our concern. Without cost or this world or how they should
confrontatio,n,
Speaker's
be. It was .in short: lau~hable,
talk about.
Bureau
meets
with
groups
and
that for a revolutionary,
Sure
we
explored
educational theory, took action from the community who share even for an undoubtedly makethat may in some small way our goals of working towards a believe ?ne at Rho_d~ Island
improve our environment, and more common unity. We do not College: is_a sad position to be
looked at the good things in have a particular point of view placed m mdeed.
to which we subscribe;
Sincerely,
nature. But maybe the best
Robert H. Mayoh
thing to come out of this .bringing people together in a

Apathetic

0
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Community Service Column

- Bob Mayoh

R. F. K.

- An American Journey

"His life, in a way, was all
aboard that funeral train,"
artist William Walton says of
Robert F. Kennedy, "all the
phases: the people he had
known, from school friends, his
early political friends and
associates and non-friends, but
people who had gotten woven
in to his life ... " The funeral
train for Robert Kennedy that
pushed its way southward
along the Penn Central's dingy
to a
tracks
but crowded
nighttime burial at Arlington
National Cemetery on that
unforgettable sunny June day
in 1968, was Kennedy's last
journey. The other journey, of
course, was that of his life. "If
you were burying Ronald
Reagan, you would obviously
want to do it with an airplane,"
, John Kenneth Galbraith has
said, "but if you are going to
bury Robert Kennedy, his
people live along the railway
tracks."
In "An American Journey The Times of Robert Kennedy"
and
Brace
( Harcourt,
Janovich, $7.95) we have what
is known as "oral history" at
its best. Many of the people
who had become woven into
Robert Kennedy's life (some
350 of them, to be exact) now
are given space to comment
and recorq their impressions of
those two remarkable journeys
that marked the brother of the
late president. The interviews,
conducted over the period of
two years by Jean Stein, have
now been masterfully edited
that
, by
a-nd arranged
and
amateur
irrepressible
close family friend of the
Kennedys, George Plimpton.
They provide an immensely
~aried and fascinating memoir
and
of a highly complex
greatly misunderstood man-and they also come to serve as
a lasting credit to his varied
associations among people ,
associations that included such
social dtspara tes · as Cesar
Chavez and Averill Harriman
and Alice Roosevelt Longworth
Teddy
of
( dau_ghter
Roosey.elt. l.
"American Journey" is the
latest (along with "We Band of
the most farBrothers"),
reaching, and certainly the
most thorough look at Robert
Kennedy· as both man and
image that we have so far; and
it is so comprehensive and
thorough for the simple reason
that it has no one author and no
one viewpoint. Instead it has as
many as 350 of them, all highly

in themselves,
articulate
tracing Kennedy's life from his
boyhood, through his tainting
association with McCarthy, the
election of 1960, the JFK
- when Robert
Presidency
Kennedy was his brother's
closest advisor and probably
and
effective
most
the
dynamic Attorney G~neral in
this century - the New York
Senate race in 1966 (no doubt
chosen stepping
Kennedy's
stone for better things) and
finally his fateful, last-minute
run for the mantle of lost
leadership in 1968.
Having read most of the
other books on the man, I find
that "An American Journey"
easily warrants the distinction
of being the fullest account of
Kennedy that we have to date.
better
be
may
There
biographies of a sort around
( though · most of them are
slanted to either worship or
hate) and a host of · lyrical
memoirs -from men like David
Jack Newfield,
Halberstam,
Jules Witcover and William
Vanden Heuval to pack my
shelf, but none
collector's
manage to convey the overall
completeness that "American
Journey" achieves. There is a
of flowing
great measure
spontaneity to oral history and
a great deal of warmth and life
as well, and "American
Journey" easily achieves both
while also conveying the sense
of Robert Kennedy's anguished
search for himself after 1963 (David
search
and that
Halberstam has likened it to an
'odyssey'), which was really
the most important journey of
the man's life, was one that he
was not allowed to complete.
Kennedy was an immensely
complicated and tragic man
and one that most of us never
truly understood. If he was
greatly loved (and he was), he
was also greatly feared and
hated by so many others. Once,
when being interviewed by
Roger Mudd and when asked
how the "ruthless" thing got
attached to him, he .could only
smile in his perturbed, little
boy's way and flutter his
while
nervously
eyelids
repeating over an,d over again,
''I don't know ... I just don't
know." And the sad truth about
that was he really did not know
- nor would he ever.
He thought that through all
of a Western Literature survey
that poet Robert Lowell gave
him to read, the man that he
most admired ( aside from the

Greek poets) was the delicate
Parisian, Gerard de Nerval,
who used to walk his pet lobster on a leash. When asked
why he did such a thing, the
poet replied, "He doesn't bark
and he knows the secrets of the
deep."
That was the type of man
Robert Kennedy was - many
men, really, who added up to a
confounding enigma for most
of his contemporaries; most of
us did not realize who and what
he was, or who and what he
was trying to be, until he was
dead and taken from us. To
leftist writer Jack Newfield we
are now at the bottom of a
steep hill and there is no longer
any available Sisyphus to push
the rock of our destinies up the
hill again. Nixon Agonistes,
according to Garry Wills, is the
of the
Supreme
Emperor
West.
I close with an anecdote from
in
Maas
Peter
author
that
Journey"
"American
provides a fitting and touching
to the
in itself
memoir
humanity in the man that
Robert Kennedy was: " ... that
day he was going out publicly,
really for the first time ( since
his brother's assassination) - to
a Christmas party for an orphanage in Washington. He
had promised long before the
assassination that he'd come. I
went along. On the way we
bought some toys. We walked,
I remember, from the Justice
to this place
Department
where the party was. We went
up the stairs and walked in.
The moment he walked in the
room, all these little children screaming and yelling - there
was just suddenly silence.
was still.. .all
Everybody
standing there, and the adults
too, and I was standing off to
one side. Bob stepped into the
middle of the room and just
then, a little boy - I don't
suppose he was more than six
or seven years old - suddenly
darted forward, and stopped in
front of him and said, "Your
brother's dead! Your brother's
dead! ,r- Gosh, you know, you
could hear a -pin drop. The
adults, all of us, we just kind of
turned away ... you know, to the
wall. The little boy knew he· ·
had done something wrong, but
he didn't know· what; so he
started to cry. Bobby stepped
forward and picked him up, in
kind of one motion, and held
him very close for a moment,
and he said, "That's all right. I
have another brother."

U Minn Parietals Successful

Minneapolis, Minn. - (LP.) - ·
In a study made by the Student
the ·
at
Bureau
Housing
of Minnesota,
University
"overindicated
students
whelming" ·approval of the socalled ''24-hour option'' or
policy"
dorm
"open
inaugurated last fall.
The study points out that less
than half the s·tudents use the
24-hour option as often as once
a week. Some 57 per cent use it
once or twice a month, seldom
or not at all. However, 90 per
cent are in favor of continuing
·
24-hour visitation.
Students also answered that
the majority -- 72 per cent -- do
not entertain guests of the
opposite sex m9re frequently
than under old dorm policies
which usuall¥ allowed liberal
open-house visitation.
The study concludes that this
does not necessarily mean he
or she will begin dating more in

order to make use of the new
policy.· The only aspect of the
policy which a majority · of
students objected to is the
of parental
requirement
permission for those under 21.
indicated
Many students
their recognition that the opendorm issue is tied to a variety
such as the
of factors,
moving away
University's
from assuming the role of
parent, efforts to make dorms
more attractive to residents
md to make them more like
the situations of apartmentdwellers in the community.
The following comments by
students seem to represent the
majority's views on th~ 24-houri
option.
"Whether or not they
admit it, the thing most
with
fear
parents
24-hour
to
regard
visitation is that their
girls will now engage in

Members of Community Service have been active since the
beginning of the semester tutoring in various public and
parochial elementary and secondary schools, or in special
education programs, working in various medical fields at
Miriam Hospital, and planning group activities for children who
attend various community agency functions.
We have been very pleased with the enthusiatic response to the
Volunteers have
Big Sister and Big Brother programs.
befriended individual children residing at the J Patrick O'Rourke
Children's Center as well as children living in the Manton Avenue
Housing Project. This latter program permits the volunteer to
work with the child or at least have some contact with the child in
his home.
You may have noticed the posters in the Student Union asking
for volunteers to work in the STEP program at Prospect Heights
in Pawtucket. Volunteers are asked to tutor-resident children of
elementary and high school age Tuesday and Wednesday
evenings from 7:00 - 8:30. If you can give some time to this
project and would like to get experience tutoring, please stop by
the Community Service Office in room 304 of the Student Union.
We still need volunteers for a number of interesting and worthwhile community projects and will welcome anyone who is
interested in participating in our program. Stop into our office
and we will be glad to give you any information on our regular
volunteer work or on the Sociology 195 course which involves
credit for volunteer work.
One very bright spot in our program has been the acquisition of
a rented station wagon for transportation to and fr:om the
agencies. We want to thank the Student Senate for their
cooperation in this matter and to assure anyone who would like to
volunteer that we are now much better prepared to offer conSue King
venient transportation.
Service Co-ordinator)
t Community

illicit sexual relations.

"The problem that
arose because of the
that
requirement
parents must approve is
very questionable. It is
my feeling that by the
time a person is in
college the parents have
done their job for the
most. part in raising
their children. If they
don't have enough trust
now, they never will."
None of the University's
eight dorms operates entirely
under one option. Instead,
units within each dorm operate
separately under the policy
chosen by its students.
two witn
hour visitation,
limited visitation and one unit
where the options are split-some students wanted limited
visitation, some .none at all.

PROVIDENCE
COLLEGE
BOG
presents

MELANIE
plus special guest star

TAYLOR
LIVINGSTON

13·at8:00P.M.
NOVEMBER
AT ALUMNI HALL
- s4_50
TICKETS
available at the following places:

ION
RICINFORMATDESK
DESK
INFORMATION
CE
PROVIDENCOLLEGE
DESK
ION
Y
INFORMAT
UNIVERSIT
BROWN

WANTED
SOMEONEWHO:
HISOPINION
OFFHISASSANDWORKS VOICES
GETS
RIGHTS
STUDENT
ABOUT
CARES
WhoPutHimIn Office
ThePeople
Represents
FORME:
VOTE
I AMTHATSOMEONE,

PHIL CROOME
SENATE
FORSTUDENT
VICEPRESIDENT
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Theater Review
Will.iam Somerset Maugham

• Bob Mayoh

"The Circle"

Cheney. Arnold is an M. P.
with a look to his well kept
a doctor, made his fortune as a personage "that is intellectual,
dramatist, and will probably
but somewhat bloodless." He
be remembered as a novelist. has two main concerns in life As a highly
successful
his
work
and
interior
playw,right he brought to the decorating, both of which he
English theater of his day the pursues
fastidiously,
force of his epigrammatic wit Elizabeth, his young wife, "is a
couched in his crisp and lucid very pretty creature in her
dialogue,
his
marked
twenties," who is downright
cynicism, and his professional
bored both with Arnold and his
theatrical craftsmanship, and decorating
concerns,
and
because of the general ac- especially with her stifled life
ceptance and enjoyment of amidst the collected and prized
such by audience and critics Georgian furniture. She wants
alike he managed, as he wrote to "bolt" since she is in love
in the preface to his collected with Teddie Luton - a tennis
plays first published in 1931, playing guest in the house who
"to have kept the wolf some is home for a time from his
distance from my door." As career in the F.M.S. - the
the Neil Simon of his day, he Federated Malayan States.
felt no qualms about finding
Elizabeth, sweet creature
himself classed primarily as a that she is, has invited Arnold's
contributor
to the "commother, Kitty, who left Armercial" theatre of his day nold's father Clive nearly
rather than in the elevation of thirty years before, and her
the "artistic."
Considering
husband
Lord
Porteous
prose-drama "one of the lesser (Hughie), the man she ran off
arts (like woodcarving or with so long ago, for a stay at
dancing ... "), he saw the prime Aston-Adley. Arnold, who has
and principal duty of his craft not forgiven his mother, is
in pleasing the audience as an most upset with this and he
organic whole rather than the soon becomes more so when
individuals who compose it. his father Clive unexpectedly
The audience has a collective steps in to make worse an
soul, primarily motivated by already uncomfortable conemotion, rather than intellect, frontation. Elizabeth, in her
he explained,
and
the romantic naivete, had conplaywright's main object "is sidered Arnold's mother - a
the entertainment
of the woman she has never seen - to
audience,
not their
im- be a refined and stately lady
provement." By the success or who has grown old beautifully.
failure of the first con- Instead, she finds to her
sideration will the playwright dismay when Kitty and a
be judged. If he .aims for the grumbling
Lord Porteous
second - the moral. irn- - arrive just the opposite of her
provement of the audience, romantic· expectations - Kitty Arnold. "I don't offer you
Maugham thought, he will be is a gari'sh and painted lady, peace and quietness. I offer
unsuccessful simply because effusive and pathetic in a sad you unrest and anxiety. I don't
he will have been a bore. "The attempt in acting half her offer you happiness. l offer you
love." His emotional words - be
English have a cruel sense of actual age.
they honest or not, or even
humor," ·he wrote in conThrough the remaining
clusion. "I think they never course of the play Porteous and possible - provide the clincher
laugh so much as when they Kitty "frip" almost constantly to Elizabeth's indecision. His
destroy an artist by turning as Arnold's father bait them words of a starry future do the
trick. Elizabeth makes her
him into a prophet."
against each other with relish,
choice and bolts through the
Maugham wrote over thirty Arnold largely disappears
.g..irden soon enough in escape
plays in the course of his long from the action, and Elizabeth,
life, from his first full-length her illusions now gone about with Teddie - the past, with its
play, "A Man of Honour", in the beautiful old woman who first victims as onlookers and
supporters, makes its first
1903 to "Sheppy", his last, in gave up everything for love, is
move in repetition of itself.
1931. In 1944, while con- faced
with a disturbing
The play ends with Clive
templating
what
future dilemma - she wants to bolt
generations would remember with Teddie, the boy from the Cheney telling a reconciled
Kitty and Porteous about his
him by, he would write by way F.M.S. but how can she leave
marvelous scheme of selfof postscript in "A Writer's hubby Arnold, especially after
Notebook" - "I think that one she confronts him with the sacrifice that he has had his
Arnold
deliver
to
or two of my comedies may truth about her and Teddie and son
retain for some time a kind of he responds. by wishing -to Elizabeth. He is confident now,
pale life, for they are written in sacrifice himself in total ab- even to the point of placing
down an expensive bet, that
the tradition
of English. negation before her demands
Elizabeth won't dare bolt.
comedy and on that account for freedom?
Meanwhile the sound of the
may find a place in the long
In the third and final act
young couple's escape car (a
line that began with the Porteous and Kitty are drawn
Restoration dramatists and in into the conflict. Kitty, the gift from Porteous) is heard
from the driveway outside.
the plays of Noel Coward masks now gone, soberly
continues to please. It may be explains to Elizabeth at one Maugham's stage directions
that they will secure me a line point the difficult and unhappy provide the ironic conclusion or two in the histories of the life she and Porteous have had 'He (Clive) begins to laugh.
English
theatre.
': together·.
"Look at me·, They laugh too. Presently they
are all three in fits of laughter.'
Acknowledging the fact that Elizabeth," she says, "and
Director Joseph Graham,
"Of Human Bondage," his 1915 look at Hughie. Do you think
semi-autobiographical
novel, it's been a success. If I had my who headed the RIC production
was probably his best work he time over again do you think of "The Circle," wrote in his
production
notes
that
mused reflectively
on the I'ddoitagain?Doyouthinkhe
Maugham's play was coninevitable and usually harsh would? The sad truth in Kitty's
sidered a gamble, a challenge judgment of time - "This is words change Elizabeth's
" but one well worth while ... "
slender baggage, two or three fickle mind, but only for a
plays a dozen short stories with moment. When Teddie Luton is Maugham's plays " ... still read
which to set out on a journey to bid before Elizabeth and is told well," he wrote, "we suspect
· the future " but then in typical by the girl that she cannot go they would play well." This,
Maugham' fashion he added - with him because Arnold is too however, was wishful thinking.
"but it is better than nothing." good and too dedicated to her "The Circle" did not play well
"The Circle"
(1921)
is to be.,.deserted, Teddie grows and since the opposite has been
generally considered to be adamant,
and for once a much demonstrated fact in
recent theatrical history Maugham's greatest play. It passionate.
He can only
something
Mr.
Graham
revolves through three acts in promise Elizabeth love,_ ~e
describes in his "The Rethe -.'stately drawing room at says, not the mere superficial
discovery of Maugham" - one
Aston-Adey," home of Arnold happiness ami_dst physi~al
and 'Elizabeth 1Champion- comfort she will have with has to conclude that the trouble
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Viewooint:

Qualifications
for officers
& other things
by D. J. Lynch
TODAY

0874-1965) was educated to be

is SENATE ELEC-

TION DAY. IF YOU HAVE

'Tennis Anyone'
Tomm Doyle "The Circle"
lay not with Mr. Maugham as
such, but rather with the
production at hand. Neither
Mr. Maugham's crisp-dialogue
nor John F. Custer's excellent
set could have made salvaging
amends for a rather undistinguished cast. The acting
in short, was collegiate, and
the play came off as rather flat
as a forlorn result of such
major failing on the part of
almost the entire cast.
Sharyn DiBiasio in the role of
Kitty, however, was excellent
indeed and her performance
should be given deserving
mention. The rest of the cast
about her was pale by comparison, and if anyone held the
play together it was she. As an
admirable Kitty - one both
touching and funny, ludicrous
and yet at times strikingly
poignant,
she exerted
a
definite presence on the stage.
She was Kitty where her
companion players could be
said to have been - and to have
appeared - as little more than
student actors trying their best
in a college play.
Rather than. a revival, RIC's
production of "The Circle" was
more like an exhumation. At
its seldom best it was amusing
--it made you smile, for instance, upon occasion -- but at
its more frequent worse it was
trivial and dull-devoid of all real
stage life. It was, with all
things appointed and considered, collegiate, and though
there is nothing especially
wrong in that, more is expected from RIC theatre just
as more has been obtained in
the past to warrant such high
expectations.
The problem
may be that more is simply not
just expected - it is demanded.
In any event, let us hope for
better in the future.

NOT VOTED,
GO TO ·
DONOVAN AND DO IT. \'0u
· can read me later.
I hope you will all exercise a
mature and intelligent choice
in casting your ballot. Let me
share with you my criteria for
a candidate.
First I look at his commitment to the job. I will vote
for people who indicate they
. will stand by Senate come hell
or high water and will not quit
if being on Senate is personally
frustrating to them, or if the
Senate isn't as idealistic as
they would like it to be.
Second, I look at their
qualifications. I look at prior
organizational experience (not
really necessary, but it helps)
and their knowledge of the
workings of the Senate as well
as the general state of affairs
on campus. I examine them
carefully on their degree of
proficiency with the English
language,
both oral and
written. Language is the tool of
communication, and a Senator
should be able to communicate
with the people whom he must
deal with, and be able to
logically back up what he says.
To me, an inability to express
oneself skillfully is a distinct
disadvantage, not only for the
person concerned, but for the
constituency he represents, as
he
is
responsible
for
representing them,. and if he
cannot express their ideas so
someone else might pay it
heed, he is a failure.
Third, I look at personal
qualities. I want a person who
will be proud to be a Sena tor; I
want someone who will not
hesitate to say what he feels. I
want someone who puts getting
the job done ahead of idealistic
commitments.
I look for·
someone who gives the appearance of being intelligent. I
don't mean book learning, but
having a good perception of the
world around him, the ability
tq analyze and com" -to ·conclusions, and most of all, the
ability to separate important
ideas from the bullshit that
may surround them, and once
he has found the meat of the
matter, go at it with all faithful
diligence, in a logical fashion.
But the most important
personal quality is to be able to
listen to other people and to be considerate of other people. A
Senator
is supposed
to
represent people, and to do so
effectively he must listen to
them. If he refuses to listen to
people or ignores them he is
asking for trouble. In his actions as a Senator, he must
consider the long-term effects
on others outside his personal
vested interests and those of
his friends. He has to care
about people, what they think,
feel, and what their problems
are, and try to do something,
about them. Only then can he
really be a representative. In
making decisions, he must
never consider his friendships
with people, but act in the best
interests of his constituency as
a whole, even t9ough it may
hurt a little sometimes. />Senator must also be able to
admit that he can be wrong,
and be able to admit mistakes.
None can go around with their
nose high in an air of selfrighteousness. He has to be
(Cont'd on Page 12)
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Matriculation The R.I.C. Grune
The Anchor presents in this
game issue a brand-new
- which has
"Matriculation"
been created by two members
of the Anchor staff (Steve
LaRocque and Kirk House)
of many
the help
with
collaborators. "Matriculation"
is a game about Rhode Island
somewhat
a
College,
irreverent reflection of life as
it is led here. It is not presented
in final form here, but rather
version;
as an experimental
therefore, it's quite clear that
the game is meant to be played
with. Many
- and played
alterpossible
variations,
natives and even new versions
of the game occurred to us but
; - could not be incorporated in
We
version.
the published
would appreciate any and all
comments about the game, as
well as suggestions for improvement. As far as we know,
no one has been spared the
barbs of the game-makers'
satire: if you or your group has
been left out, be sure and let us
know.
The game rules, which are
published on this page, are
quite simple; in fact, for avid
pl·ayers of Monopoly, they are
almost too familiar. However
we have added enough touches
of our own for variety (and to
avoid charges of plagiarism l.

t

SPEAKING
FRANKLY

The Rules
1. Before starting, you must put
into a CLIQUE
yourself
category, in which you will
remain throughout the game.
The categories are as follows:
YOUR
IF
ROLL DIE.
NUMBER IS 1, YOU ARE ACN)
EGGHEAD.

IF YOUR
ROLL DIE.
NUMBER IS 2, YOU ARE ACNl
DORMIE.

IF YOUR
ROLL DI£..
NUMBER IS 3, YOU ARE A(Nl
JOCK.

IF YOUR
ROLL DIE.
NUMBER IS 4, YOU ARE ACNl
POLITICIAN.

IF YOUR"
ROLL DIE.
NUMBER IS 5, YOU ARE ACN)
FRAT
SISTER.

MAN/SORORITY

IF YOUR
ROLL DIE.
NUMBER IS 6, YOU ARE ACN)
SO('JALJTE.

When you reach each one of
the SITUATION spaces on the
board. you are entitled to double
the number of points indicated
if your CLIQUE category is
marked in the corner of the
space. Appreviations for each
are as
CLIQUE category
E-EGGHEAD,
follows:
J-JOCK,
O-DORMIE.
P-POLITICIAN.
SORORITY
FS-FRATMAN/

~PhilFtank

OURP~POSED
'THEYJUSTDROPPED
ON CAMBODIA!'
SCHOOL
MEDICAL

SPEAKING
FRANKLY

PhilFtank

C.~MPUSON7111£
Dlf£RIMINITTIO~

11

WITH
ISTREITTED
sruornr
EVERY
N8/ER!
1
INTrl<EbT
D"5
UNBIRS&D
SRME
111~

SISTER, S-SOCIALITE.
2. Order of play is determined
by the class standing of the
players, just as at registration
(alphabetical order is used if
there is more than one member
of a class in the game);
however, if there are players
who are not undergrads, a roll
of the die determines playing
order. All turns commence with
the throw of the die; each
player advances the number of
spaces that he rolls on the die.
and
INVOLVEMENT
:1.
HASSLE cards affect only your
position on the board or your
speed of play (e.g., waiting for
one, two or three turns) ; they do
not affect your point total.
Important: when you move to a
space as a result of instructions
INor
HASSLE
a
on
VOLVEMENT card, you may
not play that space by rolling
the die and taking points. You
will move from that space on
your next die roll, but you
cannot collect points on the
space. When you have used a
HASSLE or INVOLVEMENT
card. place it at the bottom of
the card pile.
4. SITUATION spaces can be
played only if they are reached
by a throw of the die. When the

SPEAKING
FRANKLY

player reaches the SITUATION
space, he rolls the die again and
collects the number of points
indicated. (The SITUATION
spaces are the following: Book
Buying, Finding Classrooms,
Exams, The Parking Struggle,
Campus Politics, Beer Blast,
Papers, Cramming, Summer
Job J-,luntingand Final Exams. l
5. The winner of the game is the
player who 1l reaches and plays
either a Semester Exam or a
Final Exam space before all the
other players and who 2) has 118
points after completing either of
the spaces. If a player reaches
an Exam space and does not
have 118 points, he may add the
points from the Exam space to
his total after playing that space.
Important: Only the Semester
Exam (which is marked END
OF SEMESTER) and the Final
Exam may serve as finishing
- points; the two mid-semester
Exam spaces do not' count as
finishing points.
6. Although playing pieces for
each player on the board have
not been ·provided, players will
not find it hard to use some item
of their own as a playing piece.
For those who have them, class
rings would serve this function
very nicely.

PhilFtankr

DEC~ION\'
A CLJMMllTBE
'OBVIOUSLY

SPEAKING
FRANKLY

~

PhilFtank

Blood Bank The sisters of Theta Lambda
Chi, in cooperation with Roger
Williams Hospital, held the
of their
second installment
Blood Drive last week.
very
were
The sisters
. pleased with the results -- a
total of 75 pints were received - 35 the first week and 40 the
second.
When a prospective donor
first went into the room, he was
asked several questions in the
way of filling out a preliminary
form. The first requirement
was that the donor be over age
18 in order to give without
parental permission. It is also
essential that this person have
no active sickness, no cold, not
be on any form of medication
and not be anemic, for which
his blood was tested on the
this
met
Having
spot.
every person's
requirement,
blood was then typed so the
hospital personnel would know
what category to put it in, and
would also provid€ a useful
piece of information for the
donor.
The sisters of Theta took
care of the paper work. Six
tables were set up for the nittygritty of the process. All people _,.
taking blood were doctors or
technicians.
The sisters of the sorority
first heard about the program
from Mr. Carrier of the Blood
Assurance Program of Rhode
Island, under which each donor
was given a card enabling him
to receive blood at any hospital
in the United States for the
next year.
Miss Kathy Bonde, President
of Theta, said that anyone who
missed out on this program
could still go to the hospital and
give blood, and receive the
same benefits as those who
participated while it was going
on on campus.
Credit must also be extended
to all the other sororities and
on campus who
fraternities
rnoperated with the efforts of
Theta Lambda Chi. Donovan
Dining Center people and Dean
Eustis and his staff were also
very helpful.
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SENATE ELECTIONS
ER
NOVEMB10,
WED.,
HELD:
ER
, EMB11,
NOV
THURS.

,
9-5
CENTER
N ING
DIN
DONOVA
,
9-1
CENTER
N ING
DIN
DONOVA
,
1-5
T TER
CEN
STUDEN

ro BE FILLED:

OFFICES

/

PRESIDENT
VICE PRESIDENT
SECRETARY

OF'73 • 2 VACANCIES
CLASS
OF'74 • 2 VACANCIES
CLASS
OF'75 • 3 VACANCIES
CLASS
GE ANCIES
~ 2 VAC
SENATOR-AT-LAR
HALL
R, RP
SENATOTHO
HALL
R, ARD
SENATOWILL

I

FINE ARTS SERIESPRESENTS
Playof the Decade
TheMostHeralded

1970PulitzerPrizePlay

.''NO PLACETO BE SOMEBODY''
- Dialogue
Touching
ring,
,
FunnyShatte
BlackPlaywrite
- AnImportant
ne
s
ByCharleGordo
a
It's a HelluvShow!
e.
's
- A RarityIn TodayTheatr
Experience
A Revealing
Is RealandAbraisive.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 1-,,

8:15 P.M. ·

.

'

· at Robert's
Wed.,Nov.10th
GoOnSaleTODAY,
Tickets
10 a.m.to 4 p.m.Wed.thru Fri.andMon.thruWed.
or UntilSoldOut.

General Admission

s3.ooor

~

l\

RIC I.D.

ONE PERFORMANCEII
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"HASSLE" CARDS {Cut out and paste on cardboard)
II

II

II

You register late and get
the wrong courses. Roll die
for # or wrong courses
( move back I for each
wrong course).

H
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II

H

II

You come in for an 11 :00
class on Monday and try to
rind a parking place. Wait
two turns.

Your car is towed from the
S.U. parking lot. Move back
two spaces.

H

II

An epidemic or hepatitis
sweeps through your dorm.
Move back two spaces.

H

You are censured by thestudent senate. Advance
two spaces.

II

H

II

II

II

H

II

H

II

H

II

H

II

H

II

H

II

H

II

H

<Male students) Your; draft
number is 7. Move back one
space, wait one turn.
(Female
students)
Your
boyfriend in the service is
transferred
to Okinawa.
Wait two turns.

Your dorm neighbor keeps
you awake all night and you
miss an early class by
oversleeping.
Move back
one space.

You take a summer course
out-or-state
and try to
lransrer the credits. Move
back :~ spaces.

Your art class goes on a
field trip to Boston and you
get lost. Move back two
spaces.

You are in a first-floor room
in Willard Dorm during a
snowstorm. Wait one turn
for shoveling-out.

II

H

II

H

H

H

H

H

II

J;I

II

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

The teacher in your Mass
Lecture decides to call the
roll every day. Move back
one space.

You have to find
visor right away!
#'s 1-3 - Wait one
#'s 4-6 - Wait two

II

H

H

H

II

H

H

H

Your new schedule has both
an 8:00 a.m. and a 4: 15 p.m.
class on Thursday. If you
live within 20 miles of the
campus, wait one turn. If
you live farther than 20
miles,
take
an
"Involvement" Card.

Your biology field trip gets
caught in a thunderstorm.
Wait one turn to dry off.

II

H

H

II

H

H

H

H

H

J H. ·n- ,,_

p

H

H

H

H

1'

You are taken off workstudy because your parents
are making
too much
money. Move back one
space.

You get desk duty at the
dorm on Saturday night.
Wait one turn.

H

H

H,

H

H

H

H

H

II

H

H

You are a new student,
desperately trying to find a
bathroom in the west _wing
of Gaige Hall. Move back
one space.
H

H

While you are out sick, your
professor changes the time
and place of your class
meeting and neglects to
inform you. Run around
hysterically for one turn.

You are attacked in an
ANCHOR article. Advance
2 spaces.

H

H

H

"Hassle"
Cards are on ,
order at the bookstore; take
an "Involvement" Card.

H

You try to change from an
English Major to Music
Education.
Move back
according to your class:
Class of '75 - l
Class of '74 - l
Class of '73 - 2
Class of '72 - 3
Other - 1

You try to change your
general studies curriculum
from plan A to plan B. Wait
one turn. ( If you are class of
'73 or above, stay where you
are.)
II

II
II

At 9:00 a.m. you bump into
the teacher whose 10:00
a.m. class you plan to cut.
Move back 2 spaces and
gnash your teeth.

You have $25.00 in .overdue
library fines and they catch
up with you! Move back one
space and draw another
"Hassle" Card.

Your registration
cards
aren't in order. Move back
two spaces while you wait at
the records office.

your adRoll die:
turn
turns

H

H

H

Your intramural
football
team
is decimated
by
hangovers. Move back two
spaces.

A wrnng direction in the
B.O.G. car rally sencls you
all the way ~o (roll die):
1-2 Scituate (back 1 space)
3-4
Westerly
(back
2
spaces)
5-6 Falls Church, Virginia ,
(back 4 spaces)
,

You sign up for car pooling
and your car breaks down.
Move back I space.

You are a Spanish major
and you try to join Pi Mu
Epsilon.
Move back
2
spaces.

The B.O.G. Books don't
balance and the board of
directors comes looking for
YOU! Move back two
spaces.

You'r«: doing a spot-check
survey on traffic conditions
for the parking commission.
Wait 1 turn and go to the
infirmary for oxygen.

You're
chairman
of a
senate committee and you
call a meeting for 7:00 a.m.
Sunday
morning.
Each
senate member rolls die. On
each roll, #'s 1-:J send you
back 1 space, #'s 4-6 send
you back 2 spaces.

You're
the
yearbook
photographer and the editor
decides
that
he wants
candids of the whole senior
class. Wait one turn.

You're assigned by your
department's
advisory
committee
to get some
computer readouts from the
records office. Wait AT
LEAST 2 turns.

You're the star of the upcoming drama production
and you break your toe in
the last week of rehearsal.
Move back 1 space.

Your financial aid is cut!
Storm into the financial aid
office and raise hell for l
turn.

You bet your life savings on
the basketball team to win a
tournament. Move back I
space (and reconsider).

The lecture
committee
wants to engage Eldridge
Cleaver as a speaker and
you are assigned to make
arrangements.
Wait one
turn while flying to Algeria.

Your name has been entered on a write-in ballot in
senate elections and you've
won! Advance three spa_ces.

You resign from the Senate
<move back 2 spaces).
At
this point, half of all senate
members in the game must
also
resign.
Roll
die
<highest #'s resign l.

While studying in the Union
you are kidnapped by the
ANCHOR staff and forced
to work as a typist. Wait one
turn.

You audition for a part in a
drama production and are
chosen for a leading role!
Advance 2 spaces. ( But if
you hold a part-time job,
wait one turn.)

You join the recreation
program's newest activity Co-eel Rugby.
(Women)
move back I space and wait
1 turn
for recuperation.
( Men) advance 1 space and
draw another "Involvement
(-:ard."

You have $52 worth of
parking tickets and you're
appointed to the parking
commission. ,Roll die.
Odd #'s - Move back 1 space
and take "Hassle" Card.
Even #'s - Wait 1 turn while
a security check is run.

You are chosen editor of the
ANCHOR.
Advance
2
spaces. (However, when a
senate member resigns, you
must also resign and move
back 2 spaces.)

1

You are on the year-book
staff and the books are late.
Wait 1 turn to answer
questions: "When will the
y<>arbooks be in?"

You are on the Helicon Staff
and
vour
funrls
are
d<>cima.ted. Move back I
spacP.

The Float Committee for
homecoming
decides
to
build the float in YOUR
/nick yard. Movt> track· 1
space' and protest feebly.

"INVOLVEMENT" CARDS {Cut out and paste on cardboard)

You are running
crosscountry and the whole team
comes down with'a case of
"trick knee." Move back I
space.

You are to play at a trumpet
recital
on 1'utsday
aftprnoon
and
you
get
chapped lips Monday night.
Move' back one space.
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Medical Technology
Medical Technology is one of or Plan B.
the newest and fastest-growing
Mr. Ira Lough, advisor to
those in the Med Tech
professions associated with
modern advances in medical program, stressed the imof this general
science.
Other forms
of portance
technological progress have education background. He said
given us such helpful 8nd that the social sciences can
processes
as only enhance a person in the
astounding
automation
and
com- field of clinical technology. In
puterization. Therefore, why other words, the courses taken
can't we use our high level of by aspiring technologists, that
technology in medicine and in are not directly related to their
the laboratory
field? By field, but serve by giving
utilizing our time-saving in- dimension to other areas of
knowledge. They prepare the
ventions
and
employing
technologists
socially and
trained
and
proficient
humanistically
for a field
brainpower,
our medical
where the emphasis is on the
techniques
and lifesaving
services would not only be scientific and technological for
improved, bt,1talso proliferate
human health and welfare.
into areas where they are
lacking. Medical technologists
perform the fact-finding tests
The fourth and final year of
in the pathology lab that help study is completed at one of the
track down the cause and cure .college's affiliated hospitals.
of disease. With the onset of Currently, RIC students can
nuclear medicine, the field is set up their clinical experience
not only wide-open for almost at Rhode Island Hospital, St.
any type of specialization, but Joseph's, Our Lady of Fatima,
also
craving for newly- Pawtucket
Memorial
or
• certified technologists to fill Meriam Hospital. The college
the ranks. There are presently allots 32 semester credits for
over
40,000
medical
this hospital training. It grants
technologists in service, with a Bachelor of Science in
an estimated need for 90,000 in Medical Technology at the end
of the four-year program.
a decade.
Those who graduate, must go
The
faculty
and
ad- on to pass the examination
ministration of Rhode Island given by the National Boa~d of
College 1have recognized the Registry of the American
of
Clinical
Society
growing need and importance
Successful
for MT's, and since January of Pathologists.
1967 have had a program for completion of the exam yields
MT (ASCP) certification.
the training
of medical
technologists.

laboratory. Not only is a coffee
hour held for MT aspirants, but
a field trip is taken to one of the
affiliated hospitals. This is to
inform the student of his duties
and allow him to be sure that
the MT field is his preference.
Professionals are engaged to
help the stu~ent make up his
mind.
Scholarships are available
for students in this clinical
field. The Rhode Island Society
of Medical Technology offers
two grants per year. Two of
RIC's 1969 graduates in the
field of clinical technology had
received these grants. Also,
the Checmical Rubber Company offers a cash award for
achievement
in freshman
chemistry.

Mr. Lough also spoke of the
future of med tech education in
Rhode Island and its relation to
our campus. RIC is taking part
in a pilot program for campusoriented didactic courses. This
experimental plan will initiate
this month and run through
February of next year. The
first phase, is to regionalize at
RIC all microbiology classes
from the associated hospitals.
The future goals are that,
instead of taking that final
year of study at a hospital, the
student will be able to remain
here at the college. Because of
this permanent
base
of
operations, the college would
Mr. Lough went on to say be eligible for National InDuring the first three years
that the number of students stitute of Health grants or
of study the student must entering the program at RIC
from the Kellogg
complete 90 semester-hours of has steadily increased. Five grants
college-based academic work. students became enrolled in Foundation. In addition to this,
The student must have 18 1967 while 27 students have the program of the future has
credits in biology, 20 credits in beg~n study this year. There is many vital advantages. First
chemistry and eight credits in a total now of 59 students in the of all, independent institutions
will be relieved
of the
physics.
Two ·courses
in entire four-year program.
economic burden of mainmathematics are included to
taining individual programs.
meet
certification
One of the first services
Secondly, more time can be
requirements
set to .. the
by the Medical
spent in the laboratory, both by
American Society of Chmcal offered
Technology Program, under
faculty and. students. Thirdly,
Pathologists.
A general
of Prof.
the _regionalization will create
eduyation sequence also must the directorship
a more efficient use of all
pe iom_pleted, according to the Dolyak, is a basic orieutation
talent. Even an
students preference for Plan A with the field and the available
audio-tutorial
format
is
possible. Finally, looking at the
successful
results
of the
University of Nebraska's and
(Cont'd from Page 5)
Washington's regional didactic
program, one can only foresee
able, tough as it may seem, to between the two. If the Anchor a stronger
program
both
and
eat his words on occasion and gave its full cooperation to the pedagogically
admit he can be wrong, and Senate, the. Senate could .be academically.
more effective. The effective
change his views.
use of the news media might
So, people, I hope you have help to restore confidence in
all made an intelligent choice Senate. Also, the Anchor might
in your voting. If not, you will
benefit from this too ... I was Anchor, so long as it maintains
be the only ones to regret it.
standards
of
told that they do need accepted
responsible
journalism.
Not
I have appreciated the typewriters and a printing
machine, and Senate might be that they haven't recently, but
people who have criticized
they have, in my opinion, come
what I have written and said. It more inclined to appropriate
a little close.
Anchor
money
to
them
if
the
will help me to do better. If you
have any comments
~n could show a little more tact in
anything, leave me a _note m writing about the Senate. Each
can help the
Student Mail where I might get organization
other, if they will only drop
in touch with you.
some of the silly personality
My task right now centers on conflicts that have been going
winning an election. If I do, on. Both the Anchor and Senate
great, but what if I don'_t? Well, have legitimate functions on
I will continue to be interested_ the campus. Think how much
in the Senate. I will not cop ouC could be done for the student
I will try to work for my goals body if they got together and
(getting things done, making cooperated instead of fought.
RIC a better college) in other One hand washes the other. I
ways. I will, true to what my am not saying the Anchor
posters say, never quit. I will should make the Senate look
also continue to express my good all the time. But certainly, they shouldn't make
views in the Anchor.
them look bad. Let's keep the
criticism
rational
and
A word about the Senate and responsible. If I am elected
the Anchor. It seems to me that . Senator, I will block any atthe mutual interests of both tempt to restrict freedom of
organizations would be served the press, and vote for any
if there was more cooperation reasonable allocation to the

Qualifications for Office

Your Student Activity Dollar
The Allocation to Anchor
The original grant made to the ANCHOR amounted to $13,937.
Senate withdrew $450 in allocated stipends to members of the
Editorial Board when questions arose concerning the feasibility
of compensating students out of the Student Activity Fe~.
The finalized operating budget for THE ACHOR is $13,487,
broken into two specific categories; $11,487 for printing costs and
$2,000 for undergraduate students who contribute stories and
photos to ANCHOR.
The Budget,Report for Academic Year 1971-72 sta~es tha~ the
"figure ($2,000) allocated for stories and photos contribute~ is to
be distributed by the Business Office in the form of _separate
checks to a list of persons submitted on a regular basis by the
Editor-in-Chief. Under no circumstances is this money to be used
for anything other than already designated by Senate." As of this
date, the money has not been used and the Senate has questioned
whether or not it will be used. However, the Senate elected to
leave the $2 000 for stories and photos in the ANCHOR budget
should the Editor decide to put it to use for the indicated purpose.
(See Minutes of the Student Senate, 13 October 1971, p. 3.)
The Budget Commission Report on ANCHOR

The Budget Commission released its findings on the ANCHOR
in the Spring of 1971. The text of that report read as follows:
.
"THE ANCHOR received as its allocation for the academic
year 1970-71, $9,450. This allocation is used fo~ the most part to
cover the cost of printing. Those printing services used by THE
ANCHOR are also used by other colleges in the area. THE_ANCHOR staff has been informed by these colleges that they will no
longer be using this printing service because they have found
other more efficient methods of publishing their papers. Because
of this fact, the cost of printing THE ANCHOR in the ma!!!ler
which is currently employed will increase beca~s~ of the loss of
other college patrons. For this reason, a more efficient manner of
publishing THE ANCHOR should be found.
Other problems faced by the ANCHOR editors seem to be the
lack of concern and perseverance on the..part of the staff. This
leads to the type of work which is published in the ANCHOR. The
quality of this work is not as good as it could possibly be because
of the lack of experience on the part of the staff as well as a lack
of motivation.
The following recommendations are being made in order ~o
help the editors and staff of the ANCHOR make the most of their
efforts in publishing the ANCHOR:
1. Payment for editorial staff members in an amount not to
exceed $500 a year.
2. Establishment of a permanent course in journalism for the
ANCHOR staff and editors and any other interested students.
This could possibly be considered in the English departme!1t.
3. Bookkeeping and business procedures to be supervised by
the Publieations Board.
4. Serious consideration of investing up to $45,000 in a printing
press for the ANCHOR. This cost would cover the price of a press
and the salary of a part-time printer to help with its operation.
5. Consideration of additional funds for equipment to be used
for the printing of all other college publications. This additional
cost would amount to no more than $20,000."
As stated above, Recommendation #1 was attempted but withdrawn because of pressure brought upon the Student Senate.
Recommendation #2 ha.s been partially implemented. The
course in Journalism is under the direction of Annette Ducey,
Assistant Professor of Englisb; however, it was established as a
student-designed course and is not yet perm~nent.
.
. Recommendation #3 is included in the pendmg Student Bill ?f
Rights, which is at present_ in the.hands of a~ attorney who will
advise the Senate and the Bill of Rights Committee as to the legal
impact of the document. The Bill of Rig~ts c?ntains a supplement
that would provide for a Student Pubhcat10ns Board.
No action has yet been ta~en on ~ecomme!1ct~t10ns #4 anct #5.
Such action appears to be 1mpossi~le at this time b~cause of
insufficient funds and could only be implemented by either 1) a
reordering of priorities within the er:itire ~40 activity fee or, 2) ~y
an increase in the fee, neither of which will probably happen this
year

ATTENTION
GIRLSI
GIRLSIGIRLSI
,
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GO-GO
DANCERS
NOWFORWORK
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IN RI ANDMASS.
$1QOJ200/WK.
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PRODUCTIONS
I

Attitude
Toward
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Vietnamese Amputee
Fears American Departure
By Len E. Ackland

•Quang Ngai--Sixteen year old
Le Van Cau refuses to believe
that American troops are withdrawing from Vietnam. "I
hear o.nradio that everybody iUS Army been in Viet Nam,
my country, go back home. I
don't believe," exclaims in
English the young boy whose
left leg is amputated above the
knee. "US Army stay over here
help my people long time ago,
why he go home for?"
Cau, who prefers the name
from
received
"Bobby",
soldiers of the 23rd Infantry
(America}) Division, is one of
countless Vietnamese children
used by American units as
interpreters and scouts for
military operations in this
alien environment. The GI's
taught Bobby English, paid
him extremely well, but now
the 23rd Infantry is slated to be
pulled out of their big Chu Lai
base within the next few
months. Bobby must remain
behind in Vietnam-- his leg
blown off seven months ago by
a pooby trap during a patrol
with his American platoon, his
dreams hinged on-the idea that
once again he will be able to
work with his Army buddies.

village, Bobby received no
pay. About one month after he
began doing some interpreting
for the American unit an
American captain approached
him. "Captain know me, like
me, tell me go work with
Americans." Bobby became a
full-time employee of the
America! Division.
Then he began working with
the first platoon of Delta
Company, 5/46 of the 196th
Brigade, America! Division
which was operating in Son
Tinh district north of Quang
Ngai. As a civilian directly
hired by the platoon, each of
the 30 platoon members had to
pay a little more than $3 out of
his own pocket in order to pay
the young boy $100 a month--5
times as much as a regular
Vietnamese soldier receives.
Bobby did various jobs. He
helped with ·pacification work
"I tell
in "VC villages."
civilian people put barbed wire
around hamlet."
"Sometimes I go patrol.
Daytin:ie go patrol, night-time
go ambush."

"Sometimes I check ID card
A US Captain hired Bobby of people. If not VC then givetwo years ago when he was 14 card back and tell therri to go.''
years old. A few days ago,
sitting on a bed in Quaker
Often a member of the
Rehabilitation Center in Quang Vietnamese Field Police would
Ngai Bobby told the following accompany Bobby and the U.S.
story in broken English and platoon. "He c·heck ID card
Vietnamese.
with me, sometimes he tie up
VC. He make VC talk." How?
Bobby is from the northern
everything.
do
"He
part of coastal Quang Ngai Everything. He take ba~boo
traditiona1
a
province,
and hit. Sometimes he don't."
stronghold of the Vietminh and
N.L.F.

At the age of 14 Bobpy was
forced to join the People's Self
Defense Force (PSDF) a
homespun militia of boys too
young and men too old for
service:
military
regular
Having picked up some
English from GI's manning an
outpost in his village, Bobby
w~s assigned to work as an
interpreter for the American
unit. "When my name called I
know I go with U.S. Army.
Daytime I go play somewhere,
with
go
I
night-time
Americans, I go ambush."
Since he was in the PSDF
working in his own home

Were any of the suspects
killed? "Yeah, but ti ti (few)."
Bobby pulled a plastic · envelope from beneath his pillow.
He took out a picture showing·
four GI's standing around a
Vietnamese boy dressed in
black pajamas sitting on the
ground. One American was
bending over with his hand on
the back of the boy's neck.
"They make VC talk. I ·!don't
know he name, I don't know
nothing, but I know he VC."
Bobby is proud of his pictures of Delta Company, proud
of having "stayed close with
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U.S. Army," and proud of
having killed "beaucoup" VC
as he says in his GI lingo.
Bobby was patrolling with
the America! troops when his
leg was blown off. "Me and
lieutenant see VC houses. Lt.
tell three GI with me to go
bunker,
Searched
search.
nobody there. Go back another
trail, step booby trap."
Bobby was given medical
evacuation and his leg was
in an Army
amputated
hospital. He is now being fitted
for an artificial leg in the
Quaker Rehabilitation Center,
which only treats Vietnamese
Bobby's civilian
civilians.
status while working for the
America} Division means that
he is not eligible to receive any
government compensation or
·assistance for his injury.
He happily displays a letter
from a lieutenant of Delta
Company which accompanied
a contribution of $192from men
of Bobby's platoon. Bobby·says
altogether he has received
about $650 from his American
buddi~s.
Bobby "don't think much
about future. Maybe study
English go work at Chu Lai,"
the American base · north of
Quang Ngai set to be turned
over soon to the ARYN 2d
Division. This young 16 year
old boy can not see beyond the
Americans with whom he lived
and worked for so long.
Bobby knows many other
"15, 16, 17" year-old children
scoutingperform
who
for
work
interpreting
Americ~o units. "My buddy,
he 15, dead now. He step on
mine."
Bobby will probably be
remembered. "The GI's will go
home and sometimes talk
about the cute kid who ,used to
go on patrol with them and lost
a leg," says Roger Marshall,
the
at
Englishman
an
Center who
Rehabilitation
during his three years in
Quang Ngai has seen many
other Bobby's/ "I wonder how
many shattered lives have
been caused over here?"

Youth KilledBy 'Toy' Gun
CRANSTON, R.I. (AP)-A 20-ye_ar-oldCranston youth, believed to have accidentally
shot and killed himself in a Cranston tavern late Saturday night, may have thought he
was holding a toy-pistol.
P<,>liceSgt. George F. Holt called the fatal shooting of Thomas J. Salisbury, 20, of 719
Dyer Ave., Cranston, accidental, b,ut said an investigation would continue.
Sgt. Holt said police received an anonymous telephone call shortly before midnight,
that a man had been accidentally shot inside the Cricket Cafe.
When police arrived at the scene they found Salisbury lying in a pool of blood on the
floor behind the bar, with a'..38 caliber pistol underneath him.
Police questioned 11persons inside the cafe at the time of the shooting, and from their
testimony pieced the following account of the shooting.
Kenneth Phillips Sr., owner of the cafe, who was not present at the time of the
shooting, legally kept a .38caliber pistol behind the bar, under the counter.
According to the police reports, prior to the shooting Anthony Caprio, 23, of Cranston,
the bartender, Salisbury and some patrons were.engaged in "horseplay" with a toy gun.
1

~

Ala.-(I.P.)-A
University,
survey concerning attitudes
recently
toward abortion,
by Mrs. Mae
conducted
Calhoon DeBardelaben at the
University of Alabama, indicated that those with the
most liberal attitudes toward
abortion are upper class,
Protestants who have a pertoward
attitude
missive
sex and have
premarital
known someone who has had
an abortion.
Mrs. DeBardelaben wrote a
thesis on the survey as partial
course
of
fulfillment
requirements for a Master of
Science degree. The survey
to 351
was administered
students enrolled in all sections
of Marriage and the Family
and The Established Family,
two courses offered in the
College of Home Economics.
Students who did not approve
of premarital sex under any
circumstances (27.9 percent of
the sample) held the most
conservative attitudes toward
abortion.
of
Those who approved
sex only with
premarital
engagement (23.1 percent) or
under the condition that love
was present in the relationship
were more
(35.6 percent)
liberal.
The most liberal attitudes
were demonstrated by subjects
who approved premarital sex
when love was not present (13.1
percent).
Mrs. DeBardelaben studied
the subjects' attitudes through
the use of a questionnaire and
an Attitude Toward Abortion
(A TA) scale both of which
were devised by Dr. J. W.
Maxwell in the Department of
Family Relations and Child
Auburn
at
Development
.
·
University.
The questionnaire obtained
demographic data which were
independent
as
tested
The .ATA scale
variables.
contaiiled 11 items characterized by five . degrees of
response.
Findings of the attitude
survey showed that freshmen
held the most conservative
tow'ard abortion.
attitudes
Juniors and seniors were more
sophomores
with
liberal
holding the most liberal attitudes.
No significant difference in
existed between
attitudes
unmarried
and
married
students nor. between students
urban
and
rural
from
class
Upper
.residence.
students were slightly more
liberal than middle and lower
class ones.
Subjects who were very
active in church were more
conservative than those· who
were inactive in church.

Fraternities
at Willams C.
Mass.-(1.P.)Williamstown,
The following restatement of
was
policy on fraternities
issued recently by the Board of
Trustees of Williams College:
On October 5, 1968, atter
several years of study and
concern over the divisive ·effects of fraternities at Williams.
Trustees
the
College,
the alumni and
requested
undergraduate officers of the
for
remaining fraternities,
reasons then set forth, to
terminate all fraternity activities.
This action was unanimously
by the faculty
supported
resolution of October 9, 1968
"deep
expressed
which
satisfaction with the recent
action of the Board of Trustees
which, in our View, represents
the completion of a major
piece of business of substantial
educational significance to the
college."
involved
all
Virtually
respected this request and
concluded fraternity activities
at Williams. It has now come to
our attention that a handful of
alumni and national fraternity
atare
represen ta ti ves
tempting by clandestine means
to reintroduce fraternities at
Williams, soliciting memberships and giving financial
support.
This is clearly d-irect interference in and contrary to
considered
carefully
educational policies of the
college.
While the College recognizes
the rights to free association
among students consistent
with College policies, it cannot
allow interference by external
whose oborganizations,
jectives or conduct are in
with its stated
conflict
educational policies.
The Board of Trustees accordingly states that participation by undergraduates
in fraternities at Williams is
prohibited as a matter of
educational policy, and that
henceforth any such activities
will be subject to penalties
appropriate to a violation of
the Laws and Regulations of
the College.
1

PassportRequires
Loyalty Oath
WASHINGTON (AP)- Secretary
of State William P. Rogers has
ordered that every person applying
for a passport be required to take
an oath of allegiance, ending for
the time being at least a dispute
dating to the 1950s.
officials
State Department
acknowledged Wednesday that
Rogers had decided oh a mandatory oath even though recent
Supreme Court decisions have
eased restrictions on passport
applications. "There didn't seem
to be any real reason why an oath
slwuldn't be required," one official
sa@.

Lowest Price On Gas

Station
Esso
Duva's
Vinni·e
Avenue
435MountPleasant

SA VE 3e .A GALLON
SAVE- - SAVE

•
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portunities for Minority Student
Book Published
PRINCEOTN, N.J. - Graduate
and Professional School Opportunities
for
Minority
Students, a reference book

about academic and special
assistance programs offered
by
900
graduate
and
professional schools for Black
and other minority- group
students,
is now being
distributed to many college
guidance counselors·.
The book, published by
Educational Testing Service
with the support of a $55,000
grant from the Henry Luce
Foundation of New York City,
contains
information
on
programs
and
services
tailored for minority-group
students,
now
underrepresented in the nation's
graduate
and professional
schools. All information is
provided by the 900 schools
included in the book.
For example, each entry
describes
a school's
admissions standards, fee waiver
and financial aid programs,
and any fellowship programs
for Blacks or other minority
groups. If a school actively
recruits
students
from
minority groups, that fact is
indicated. Some schools also
give the percentage of such
students currently enrolled in
their institution.
Plans call fot distributing
more than 17,000 copies of the
book free of charge during the
coming academic
year to
Black,-Mexican American, and
Puerto Rican- -students and
student
organizations,
to
libraries, and to colleg~ and
graduate school counselors.
Graduate and Professional
School
Opportunities
for
Minority Students was first

published two years ago by the
Harvard-Yale-Columbia
Intensive
Summer
Studies

Program to improve communications between minority
groups and graduate-level
institutions. The most recent
edition also had support from
the Luce Foundation.
Mrs. Louise D. Stone is
editor of the third edition of
Graduate and Professional
School
Opportunities
for
Minority Students. Mrs. Stone,

This Week At RIC
THIS WEEK
WEDNESDAY NOV. 10:-RIC Jewish Students Union sponsers ''Basic
Concepts In Judaism" a discussion 2:00 p.m. s.u:Room 306.
Senate Meeting 7: 30 p.m.
WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY NOV. 10-11-Student Senate Elections.
FRIDAY NOV. 12:- Pl and Concert, Roberts Hall 8:00 p.m.
Nader's Raiders SU 308 l: 30 p.m.
SUNDAY NOV. 14:-BO~ Film "Charly" 7:30 Gaige Hall.
MON. NOV. 15-FRI. NOV.19:-IFC Greek Week
WEDNESDAY NOV. 17:-Fine Arts Series. No Place To Be Somebody
Roberts 8: 00 p.m.
Senate Meeting 7: 30.

a feature writer for Contact, a
minority
employment
magazine, was formerly a
columnist for the Washington
Afro-American, Chicago Daily
Defender, and the Washington
Post. She has also been a
tutoring
assistant
in the
Washington, D.C. anti-poverty
program
and
a media
specialist in advertising. A
graduate of Colby College,
Palo Alto, Calif.-(1.P.)-Three
Mrs. Stone attended the New
areas
of
study--values,
York School of Social Work.
and
society-She is the wife of Chuck .-technology
Stone, a journalist and author usually separated by almost
of several books on the Black impenetrable academic walls
experience in America. Mr. are being united this fall at
Stone, who once served as a Stanford in an experimental
special
assistant
to program of nine courses.
Congressman Adam Clayton
Powell, is now director of
The new approach to general
minority affairs for ETS. The education results from nearly
Stones have three children and a year of preparatory work by
live in Trenton, New Jersey,
faculty members from several
where Mrs. Stone is active in departments.
Last spring's
several
community
and planning meetings, moderated
educational projects, including by William Clebsch, professor
the Trenton Human Relations of religion and humanities,
Council.
were attended by students as
The current edition is en- well as faculty, and were
dorsed by the Graduate
described
by
Professor
Business Admissions Council, Clebsch "as exciting as any
the
Graduate
Record
I've ever sat in."
Examinations Board, and the
Law School Admission Test
Council. Testing and research
He says that what "all these
programs sponsored by these specialists are trying to do in
groups are conducted by ETS, this strictly
experimental
a
nonprofit
educational
program we call 'Values,
measurement
and research
Technology and Society' is
organization.
show how all scholarly
specialties bear on the understanding of man and his
society."

Experim.ental Program -at Stanford

ATTENTIONI

CLASS
OF1975
ELECT

PAUL R. ANDREW
SENATE

NOVEMBER 10, 11
JANET BUCCI
WithGuestAppearance
by ADAM

at THE PLACE

FRIDAY
& SATURDAY,
NOV.12 & 13
8-12ADMISSION
BOTH
NIGHTS
s1.50
CALL 621-9041 FOR INFORMATION

ThePlaceIs OpenEvenings
7-12(Wednesday
- Sunday)
25• Admission

Almost every undergraduate
in the last half century, says
the new program's statement
of goals, has taken courses
designed to explain science,
technology,
societal
organization,
and
the
humanities.
But, it continues, "the prdicament of American higher
education stems not from lack
of expertise in each of its three
main dimensions but rather
from failure to press for the
connections among them as the
central question of human
thought and action."
The courses to be taught
include titles such as "Comparative World Views and
Scientific Thought";
"The
Professions in Our Society";
and "Human
Values and
Contern porary Society." If the
program is successful, more
courses will be added, moving
toward
a complete
undergraduate program in 197273.

SP-RING
VACATION
Going Somewhere?
'

HowAboutBERMUDA
ForInformation
Contact
JOE MUSONE

c/ o StudentHall

1971

tA>nsunter Activist At RIC
Don Ross a member of
Nader's Raiders has been
invited to speak, By R.I.C.
Chapter of the R.I. Public
Interest Research Group, here
on Friday, November 12, in the
Student Union Room 308.

He will speak on how tne
student can improve the
quality of life in Rhode Island
anct some of the definite ways
in which an individual can
make the difference.

The classes, for the most
part, will be small seminars,
with as many as three
professors
leading
the
discussion. "One course," says
Professor Clebsch, "will be
taught by an engineer, a
philosopher
and an anthropologist; another by a
chemist, an anthropologist,
and a specialist in religious
studies."
The potential for improved
forms of general education
also has been recognized from
the beginning, but the true
importance of this potential
and the significance of the
values aspect of the program
have both been greatly
strengthened by the program
planning work during 1971.
The
entire
"Values,
Technology
and Society"
concept began in 1970 with
conversations
between
Engineering
Profs. Walter
Vincenti and Stephen Kline,
Professor Clebsch and Prof.
Philip Rhinelander
of the
Philosophy Department. The
group was quickly enlarged to
include
professors
and
students from 11 departments
and four schools. From the
beginning the focus has been
on the interfaces of the various
disciplines and the enormous
problems man now faces in
what
has
been
called
technology assessment.
Protessor Kline, who has
conducted a freshman seminar
in "Technology and Society"
for the past two years, says,
"Teaching
science to the
nonscientists and vice versa is
not enough; they must be put
together. This union centers on
the questions
of values;
without examining values, you
can't answer or even properly
address
the
important
questions.

students are: Do you build the
SST, and what is being done about smog? Questions of this
sort cannot be seen clearly
through the viewpoint of any
single discipline. In Values,
Science and Technology we
hope to integrate the many
disciplines needed to address
questions of this sort more
intelligently."
Another of the teachers
involved is Eric Hutchinson,
professor of chemistry, who
notes that scientists
"use
rather restricted sets of values
in their own disciplines.
"One of their major concerns
is objectivity, and out of their
work comes a remarkable
thing, a notion of· consensus.
This is an extraordinary, quite
uncommon feature of human
effort. "The problem," says
Professor Hutchinson, "is to
see if there are any areas in the
humanities
where
corresponding consensus is
possible. It is not clear to me
that this can be widely
achieved in a nonobjective
world."
An evaluation of the experiemental program has been
built in from the start, under
the guidance of Lee J. Cronbach, professor of education.
Every course is designed to
provide
faculty
student
feedback, through attitude
surveys, before the end of each
quarter.
Professor Clebsch quotes
from the program's statement
of goals to summarize how he
sees the experiment: ''The
strategy
of
'Values,
Technology and Society' is to
group together eager students
with faculty whose minds are
sharpened
by disciplinary
training, in an attitude of intellectual hunger and humility,
to increase our understanding
of the complex interactions
between man and his environment."

''Providing the nontechnical
student · with a better understanding of - science and
technology means you discuss
the things he will vote on as a
citizen, not just the principles
of science. In nearly every
The main idea, he says, is not
case this means you must also
t9 make scientists
out of
discuss the technology-the
npnscientists
or vice vice
total combination of men
machines, organization and - versa, but to enable each to
energy which are used to ac- understand the work of the
other.
complish some desired ends.
And to understand what is done
with technology you must
examine the connections with
values.

Play

"The kinds of questions that
do and should concern the

etriculation
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Ski Chili Meets
by Janet Barby
The R.I.C. Ski Club met on
Thursday, October 22nd in the
Student Union across from the
Bookstore.
The Club has
adopted this corner as its "Ski
Hut" and all meetings will be
held therJ. Also, all notices
concerning the club will be
posted in this spot. The Ski
Club is now an official
organization, since its constitution was ratified at the
meeting;
a planning committee to form weekend trips
up North was also formed.
There seems lo be some
confusion about becoming a
member of the Ski Club and the
benefits of membership,
so
here they are again:
1. $10.00 - Membership fee only - this
fee gives you membership in the RIC Ski
Club and membership
in the Eastern Amateur
Ski Association.
The
EASA entitles you to
discounts on lift tickets
up North, a monthly Ski
magazine and low cost
insurance
rates. The
$10.00
also
allows
members to come on
RIC ski trips at low
reduced rates.
2. $24.00 - Membership in the RIC Ski
Club, EASA, and six ski
lessons (including lift
ticket
and
transportation to and from
RIC) at Diamond Hill.
3. $31.50 - Includes
all of the items in #2 and
rental of skis, poles and
boots.
,.
4. $35.00 - Includes
membership in the RIC
Ski Club, EASA and a
Season's
Pass
at
Diamond Hill Ski Area.
This pass
is good
Monday thru Friday
from 9:00 a.m. to 6:00
p.m. and Monday thru
Thursday nights from
6:00 p7m. to 10:00 p.m.
If you are interested in any of
these, come to the Ski Club's
next meeting and sign up. The
meeting will be in the Student
Union
across
from
the
Bookstore at 12:00 noon on
Thursday, November 11th.
Until then, "THINK SNOW."

Turkey Trot
It is turkey time again and
the Annual Turkey program
being sponsored by the Rhode
Island College Recreation
Program
is planned
for
Tuesday, November 23 in front
of the school library.
This year's annual event has
a new wrinkle which has been
developed
by a group of
students planning and conducting the program. In hopes
of getting more people involved in the event as well as
teams
in the intramural
program, the race has been
changed to teams of four.
These teams will run a relay
race around the college mall.
The girls
will run
approximately· 220 yds. and the
men 880 yds. Also the specta tors will have a better
chance · to see the whole race
happen in· front of them this
year. Pre-event activities will
be designed for Wednesday,
November 17, when time trails
will be held for all teams.
Check the postfrs get the entry
blanks from the intramural
office in Whipple gymnasium
and come out and have some
fun on the Tuesday before
Thanksgiving va~ation during
th,e activity period.
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Barrington and Bryant Meet
Sounds Happy Note For Harriers
The RIC cross country team
this season was victoryless.
Many reasons can be found for
this, but the most important
one of all is, that RIC never
really had a complete team.
There were only four runners
at the first week of practice.
They were Charlie Huot, Ray
Madden, Tom Kenwood, and
Jim Gallagher.
They were
joined later by Tom Robertson
who could only run in three
meets. Ray Madden also left
the learn and Charlie Huot was
sidelined with injuries. With
less than five runners RIC
could not field a learn score
and therefore assured victory
to all opponents.
Jim Gall 9 gher and Tom
Kenwood ran as individuals in
the Boston and Gorham Invitationals. Tom Kenwood ran
the fastest two mile in his life
in the Boston Invitational. His

I

time was nine minutes and
fifty-one seconds. Jim did the
same with nine minutes and
thirty-six seconds in two miles
and took thirty-seconds in both
races.
Tom Kenwood came down
with a bad case of the flu right
after the Gorham meet. He
was unable to run in the Rhode
Island Small College Championship.
Freshman
Jim
Gallagher had to run alone
therefore against Barrington
and Bryant. Jim stayed up
with the leaders from Bryant
until there was only one mile to
go. Then with much encouragement
from Coach
Hanlon Jim opened up a lead
which was never lost and
crossed the line in first. It was
the first time this season that
anyone from RIC had won a
cross country meet.

Standings
DAY LEAGUES
Tuesday League
/

Won

Airborne Rangers
All Stars
ZX Pussies
Kappa Sigma Kappa
Hornests

Loss

3

0

l

l
l
l
l

0
0
0

2
2
1
' l

0

STANDING
Inter-Fraternity

Team

Win

ZX Tigers
ZX Pussies
ZX Toads
Delta Goose
Phelta Delta Thi
Kappa Delta Phi
Kappa Sigma Kappa

Loss

4
4
2
2
l

2
l

0
0

2

0
l

0

3

Inter-1 ndependent

Wednesday 2: 00 League

Kappa Delta Phi
B B A Bombers
Country Jack
ZX Toads
Phelta Beta Thi

Outside L~ague Grunes

I

Intramural F oothall

Team

Intramural Action

0

1
. l
l
3

Airborne Rangers
All Stars
Country Jack
Faculty
La Grop
B BA Bombers
Spartins
Hornets

2
2
l
1
1
1

3

0
0

1
0

0
l
l
1
l

SPOTLIGHT on the ANCHORMEN
Wednesday 3: 00

2
2
l

Faculty
ZX Tigers
Delta Goose
La Grop
Spartins

l
0

0
0
l
2
3

BILL CARBERRY
Bi 11 substituted at the goalie position when
regular Ed White was out iniured and did a
credible iob. A native Rhode Islander Bill is only
a iunior and should be useful next year.

STEVE CARMARGO
Steve is a native of St. Louis. As a sophomore
fullback, he is the tallest member of the team at
6'3". He's a fine, hustling defensive man and will
be of great use to the Anchormen in the next two
years.

1971 Scoring Statistics

SOCCER
ADAMCIK
TEDI NO
MOTTOLA
ANDRADZ
PROTO
PATALANO
SEWARD
CAMARGO
SLI PSKI
MENDES
CARBERAM

JIM WHITE
Jim is RIC's outstanding goalie. Onty a
sophomore, this Bristol All-Stater has done a fine
GOALS ASSISTS PTS. iob for the team. Jim missed several games this
6
4
year with cracked ribs, but will be around for
2
15
10
5
two more years to help the Anchormen.
10
5
5
2
2
1
l
2
l
PAUL TOHER
l
Paul is probably the fastest man on the RIC
3
l
2
squad as well as one of the fastest men in the
2
1
l
state. A track star from Cumberland, Paul will
l
l
be finishing out his eligibility this· year. His loss
l
l
will be a blow to the team.

---
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SPORTS
From the Sports Desk
by

Sanford Trachtenberg
The 1971 Anchorman Soccer
season is now history. The final
team record was 6-7 (3-3 for 4th
place in NESCAC). This years·
squad had three members on it
who are seniors. THEY are
Paul Toher, Ed Slipski and
Dave Adamcik.
Paul Toher came to RIC as a
track man and not a soccer
player. He came out for the
squad and made it as a sub
forward in his freshman year.
Paul had to learn alot because
he had not played high school
soccer. He went about his task
diligently and showed great
improvement. His speed and
hustle helped him greatly. In
year, Paul
his sophomore
earned a starting berth. As a
junior, he was switched to a
fullback position and finished
as a starting
his career
fullback for the Anchormen.
Paul's career scoring statistics
were 2 goals 2 assists for 4
points.
Ed Slipsky was one of the cocaptains this year. He came to
RIC after playing his high
school soccer at Windsor Locks
High School in Conn. Ed
started as a fullback and·
moved to the halfback position.
He was an agressive, hustling
ball player who gave 100% all
the time. Unfortunately Ed

was injured in parts of his
sophomore and junior seasons.
This cut down his contributions
to the Anchormen. His final
scoring statistics showed 5
goals and 6 assists for 11
points.
Dave Adamcik, the other cocaptain, came to RIC after
having played his high school
soccer at Coventry, Conn. High
School. Dave has been a four
at
mostly
starter,
year
fullback. He has also been
wil-ling to fill in anywhere that
he could help the team. Dave
always gave 100% and showed
planty of hustle. His career
statistics showed 7 goals and 11
assists for 18 points. His last
two goals came in his last
game against Bryant. His last
career goal, coming with only
four minutes left in the game,
proved to be the winning goal
as RIC defeated Bryant, 4-3.
Those three guys have
played out their four year
careers at RIC. Each in his
own way has provided times of
excitement to be remembered
and enjoyed. As they go on
beyond their soccer careers at
RIC we congratulate them and
wish them luck. As their coach
summed it up: "They will be
missed."

Soccer Report

Soccer Team Drops
Barrington Tilt; Beats Bryant
The Anchormen soccer team
dropped a disappointing game
to Barrington College Saturday, October 30, by a score of 61; this brought their record to
5-7. Barrington's Pete Chartschlaa paced his team with five
goals in a brilliant offensive
display.
to a 1-1
After fighting
standoff in the first quarter,
the Anchormen found themselves down by only a goal at
halftime. In the second half,
the Barrington boaters erupted
to score four goals and pull away from the Anchormen.
scored
Steve Carmargo
RIC's lone goal in the first
quarter with an assist by
Danny Andrade.
With only one more game to
are
play, the Anchormen
trying for a win to cap off the
season. RIC plays Bryant at
home on Thursday, November
4. Come out and see the final
game to be played at RIC by
our seniors.
On Thursday, November 4,
the RIC soccer team closed out
the '71 season with a victory
over Bryant College, 4-3. This

win brought the Anchornmen's
record to 6 wins and 7 losses on
the regular season and a 3-3
conference record. RIC stands
fourth in the NESCAC this
year.
The Anchormen were led in
scoring by Steve Adamcik with 2 goals, Ed Slipsky 1 goal and
Bill Carberry with 1 goal. In
reaching the 4-3 decision, the
never trailed.
Anchormen
They jumped out to a quick
it
and maintained
lead
throughout the game. Bryant
made several scoring bids, but
each was turned back by a
fired-up defense.
The game represents the last
for several outstanding RIC
ballplayers. Steve Adamcik,
Ed Slipsky and Paul Toher will
be graduated in June. They
have made a fine contribution
to the squad over the past
several seasons. Coach Bogda
will be hard-put to replace
them.
Next year, RIC can look
forward to an improved squad
veterans
so many
with
from this years
returning
group. Good luck Booters.

I. A. Ouh To Sponsor Auto Rally
by: Ed Canfield

Paul Toher, In Action

On Sunday, November 14, an
auto rally will be sponsored by
the Industrial Arts Club; it is
open to anyone who pays a
$1.50 entrance fee can enter the
rally. Unlike most rallies, a
trophy will be awarded to the
driver who returns from the
course with the least amount of
mileage recorded ( from start
to finish l. Upon registration
each driver will receive a
Rhode Island State road map
with designated points which
must be reached; to insure
complete honesty ( ahem )
each of the designated points
will have a particular piece of
information which the driver
must record and bring back to
the finish line. There will be
first, second and third place
trophies for the three drivers
who record the least mileage.
Due to the nature of the rally,
there is no limit to the number

of occupants a driver may
bring with him, and the overall
time for completion of the
course will be ample.
The rally is being coordinated by Bill Cilli of the I.A.
Club and he has put a lot of
time and effort into the meet to
insure everyone a good time
for the mere sum of $1.50 per
car. Bill is expecting to have
Providence
from
entries
College, Rhode Island Junior
College and Roger Williams
College.
Registration will begin at
10:30 A.M. in "The Pit" (the lot
nearest Mt. Pleasant Avenue),
and the first car will leave at
12:00 noon. There will be an
of approximately
interval
three or four minutes between
each car that leaves the
starting line to allow each
driver to be completely on his
or her own.

Reflections
by Harry Roll
With the advent of a series of
Congressional hearings related
to the actual safety factor of
artificial playing surfaces, the
question arises concerning the
validity of previous statements
made by manufacturers to the
effect that injuries would be
reduced by using the pew turf.
inthe entire
However,
purely
is
vestigation
academic, and probably will
yield nothing fruitful in the
end. Why? Basically because
is
condition
one crucial
you can
overlooked-before
judge whether synthetic turf or
natural grass is safer, there
must first be a set of standards
for comparison, none of which
exist presently. In addition,
there is no method I know of
determining whether an injury
that occurred on the artificial
surface would not happen on
natural playing fields.
After consideration, I have
reached a few conclusions of
my own about the matter.
First, the greater number of
injuries is due in part to the
increase through the years in
the size, weight, speed, and
of the players.
strength
Secondly, note that injuries are
much more publicized today
than in the past: and third, the
common nature of injuries
· themselves have undergone
Once there were
changes.
and
concusions,
primarily
broken collarbones and legs;
now it's achilles tendons ripping, knees, ankles,- wrists, and
water
developing
elbows
torn
tendonitis,
buildup,
tissues and muscles, etc.
I personally pref er the good
old natural turf, because I've
noticed a decline in the game's
quality of late. When it rains,
the field is transformed into a
sliding pond; in sunshine, the
surface becomes slick and
players lose all traction (87'
slipsin:3games in Miami), and
even mildew has begun to grow
extensively in one stadium's
field. Thei·eforc•, I am in
agreement with the Players
Association, who 1naintain that
installation should be halted
until further study can be
recareful
A
made.
consideration of the so-called
''miracle turf" is badly needed
right now, before things can
get too far out of hand.

FOR
MORE
SPORTS
See page 15

Ed Slipski

Senior Co-Captains

Dave Adamsik

